
Along with the water pump, the radiator is one of the most vital
components in the cooling system. Its primary function is to cool the
passing fluid from the motor before circulating it back through the
water/coolant passages in the engine block and cylinder heads. Often
times, crushed or clogged radiator fins create a block in the flow of
coolant. When the radiator is unable to deliver the necessary volume of
cooled fluid, the motor begins its rapid and fatal climb to boil! As
fundamental as it is, we still seem to neglect this part of the cooling
equation and just run the poor thing until it gives up and dies.
Unfortunately, radiators don’t like to go alone. In fact, they have a nasty
habit of taking the whole system down with them. When you think about all
of the damaging possibilities here, why not show a little initiative and
practice some good ol’ preventative care?
When it comes time to replace your radiator, think practical. Depending

on the materials used in the construction of the radiator, prices can vary
drastically. However, the function and design is basically the same.
Consider the cooling needs of your engine and its general operating
climate. For most performance street applications, a high-flow 4-core
copper/brass unit will work just fine. If weight (or lack thereof) is an
important issue, you might want to consider aluminum as an alternative.
Either way, make sure your new radiator includes a full warranty against
defects in workmanship and materials.

 
  

Photo #1: You can easily drain the tanks by opening the
small, threaded valve at the bottom of the radiator core.

Removing and replacing the radiator is a simple, yet involved process.
Before getting started, you first need to properly drain the system of all its
fluid. You’ll obivously need to do this in a responsible manner– one that
won’t harm the environment. This means properly draining the old fluid in
a container, not letting it run out onto the street or down a storm drain.
Opening the small valve at the bottom of the radiator will allow the
coolant to exit the system in a slow, controlled manner. Next, loosen and
remove the lower radiator hose clamp, and pull the hose from the
radiator tank. If you’re using a bucket, make sure it’s big enough and in
the right position to catch the remaining fluid. If your hoses are stubborn
in removal, try cutting a small slice down the length of the hose at the
neck. You should now be able to unwrap the hose from the opening
without tweaking or breaking anything else in the process. Proceed to the
upper radiator hose as well. If you currently use an overflow tank in your
system, disconnect the line from the radiator and remove the tank from
the engine bay. Remember to dump the old fluid out of the overflow
reservoir before reinstalling. 

INSTALLING NEW RADIATOR AND HOSES
Story and photography by Colin Date

Tools: standard socket set, standard wrenches, standard screwdriver

Cost: $250-$800 (depending on what type of radiator you select)

Performance gains: 
a more efficient, reliable cooling system

Tip: 
When installing a new radiator, don’t forget about the cap. Use a
cap with a built-in pressure relief toggle valve at the top. This
helps to bleed the system of any trapped air without removing
the cap under pressure.

Time: 2 hours

Tinware: new or re-cored radiator, upper and lower radiator hoses, new
hose clamps (optional), new coolant/anti-freeze (recommended)

If your car is equipped with transmission cooler lines,
you’ll need to disconnect them from the radiator and cap
them off.
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This small-block Chevy radiator fits 1966-’67 Chevelle
(part #604652-1). It’s a 4-row version for cars with manual
transmissions, without air conditioning.

Photo #2: On this vehicle, a 1967 Chevelle, there are
just four bolts (2 upper and 2 lower) that secure the
radiator to the core support. 

With everything disconnected and disposed of (check your local
ordinances on how to properly dispose of old coolant), it’s now time to
yank that old radiator. Pulling the radiator is a matter of removing a mere
four bolts from the core support. One at a time, loosen the bolts and
carefully lift the radiator from its housing. If your car has a fan shroud or a
radiator cover plate, you will need to remove these items prior to the
radiator. The tanks will most likely have a small amount of fluid left in them.
Tilt the radiator core back to keep the excess fluid from running out of the
necks and onto the motor during removal.
Over the course of time and under extreme engine temperatures,

radiator hoses begin to crack and deteriorate. They tend to lose their pre-
molded rigidity and can easily kink or be sucked shut when subjected to
the high pressures of the cooling system. For this reason, most lower
radiator hoses come with a metal spring inside to prevent such collapsing.
If your hoses start to feel abnormally soft and pliable, replace them with a
quality hose that fits your particular application
The new radiator, if it’s a stock replacement, should go back in the same

way it came out. Some aftermarket pieces require minor drilling and the
use of new brackets to fit. If so, follow the manufacturer’s specs on the
installation. Otherwise, simply reverse the removal process and refill the
system with clean water and coolant. Although water has a higher boiling
point than coolant, it is typically best to run a 50/50 mixture of both
(distilled water is recommended to avoid rusting the internals of your
cooling system and motor). With the radiator cap off, the coolant level
should be just below the bottom of the neck. Start the motor and allow it
to reach normal operating temperature. When the upper radiator hose
begins to warm, the thermostat has opened and the motor is at temper-
ature. You can now install the cap. This allows any pockets of trapped air
to fully escape from the system. Run the car under pressure with the
system closed and check for leaks. Allow the system to cool and re-check
the fluid level. 

Eckler’s carries a wide range of replacment and high performance
radiators for your brand of Chevrolet. Visit www.EcklersAutomotive.com

This polished aluminum high performance radiator will fit
’64-’67 Chevelles with automatic transmissions. It contains
2 rows of 1” tubes for maxiumum cooling. (part #609005).
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